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Abandonment of land and the Scottish Coal case: was it unprecedented?
A. INTRODUCTION
Owners of land do not usually wish to abandon it. Land is scarce and is normally a valuable
commodity. It seems strange that there might be circumstances where someone would seek to
relinquish a slice of Scotland in exchange for no benefit. Notwithstanding, the liquidators of a
landowner recently tried to do this in relation to certain sites that had been used for coal
mining. In the Scottish Coal case,1 those liquidators petitioned the Court of Session for
guidance as to whether it was possible to abandon land and, if so, the proper procedure for
doing so. It was ultimately held that it was not competent to abandon land in Scots law.
As we shall see, the case prompted some useful contemporary commentary, which this note
will develop. It will also seek to analyse one specific and as yet unaddressed point raised in
the course of proceedings. Both the Outer and Inner Houses recognised that there was a
distinct lack of authority as regards the abandonment of land. As Lord Hodge stated,
“Counsel were not able to find any authority which supported the idea that an owner could
abandon land in Scotland”.2 Likewise, the Inner House observed the “simple fact” that “noone in the court was aware of any instance in which a person (corporate or otherwise) had
‘abandoned’ or ‘disclaimed’ heritable property, so as to render it ownerless.”3 This may seem
surprising in a system as developed as Scots law. After outlining the matters raised in the
case, this note will consider why the legal point had not arisen prior to the particular
circumstances of Scottish Coal, and highlight some issues for further consideration.

B. FACTS OF THE CASE
The Scottish Coal Company Limited owned sites used for open-cast mining in Ayrshire,
Lanarkshire and Fife. When the court ordered the winding up of the company, the petitioners
were appointed as joint liquidators. Several sites or part-sites remained unsold. The cost of
future compliance with environmental regulation with regard to these sites was estimated to
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be around £478,000 per month.4 Such costs would swallow up the assets of the Scottish Coal
Company. In order to protect unsecured creditors and the holders of a floating charge, the
liquidators sought direction from the court on several questions.
The question of central importance in this note was whether the liquidators could
disclaim (abandon) ownership of the land.5 If this was possible then the liquidators, released
from the environmental costs, would have some assets left to distribute to the creditors. Due
to the environmental damage and the ensuing costs (which would still have to be met by
someone) for any restoration or indeed to ensure the aversion or mitigation of any further
damage, various public bodies opposed the liquidators.6 In the Outer House Lord Hodge
concluded that the liquidators could disclaim ownership of the sites. The Inner House (Lord
Carloway, along with Lords Brodie and Menzies) disagreed, holding that the heritable
property could not be abandoned.

C. TREATMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF LAND IN THE CASE
Abandonment was considered in the strict sense of casting away the real right of ownership,
not merely physically leaving or ceasing to use the land.7 Abandonment in this legal sense
seeks to end ownership by the unilateral action of the current owner with no third party
involvement.8
The novel character of the Scottish Coal case meant it attracted some attention.9 In the
absence of specific Scots authority on the abandonment of land, Lord Hodge (relying on the
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logic of Roman-Dutch law10 and German law11) concluded that abandonment of land was
possible in Scots law, being an essentially Civilian system of ownership. He also drew an
analogy with corporeal moveable property, but noted that the procedure would need to be
regulated by the court to prevent any abuse by a landowner.12 The decision was overturned on
appeal. The Inner House clarified that the only ways ownership might end are actual
destruction (say by coastal erosion), dissolution of a company, the law operating to divest
someone of land (through diligence) or voluntary transfer. Abandonment of land in a strict
sense is not possible.13 “There is no legal process whereby a person can transfer land into
oblivion.”14
The Inner House did however agree with Lord Hodge that it seemed that the Scottish
Coal case was the first to address abandonment of land in Scots law. The authors of this note
have also been unable to find any prior authority. This dearth of relevant case authority may
be explained by several factors.

D. LACK OF PRECEDENT ON ABANDONMENT OF OWNERSHIP OF LAND
1. The feudal system
The feudal system of land tenure was ended on 28 November 2004 by the Abolition of
Feudal Tenure etc. (Scotland) Act 2000.15 Holders of the dominium utile in the land – being
at the lowest level of the feudal hierarchy, but with practical control of the land – became
owners under a regime of simple ownership, removing the crown from its apex role as
dominium eminens.16 The comparatively recent abolition of feudalism may explain the lack
of cases prior to 2013, for the following reasons.

(a) Abandonment in a feudal system did not create a vacuum
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If the dominium utile was abandoned the title would revert up the feudal chain. The law
developed so that where the abandonment was public the Crown took priority over the
immediate feudal superior (the dominium directum) and received the dominium utile.17
Meanwhile, consolidation allowed the holder of the dominium directum to acquire the
dominium utile through resignation ad remanentiam18 or via prescription, depending on the
factual situation. Positive prescription allows possessors of land to obtain title to it in certain
circumstances, including the passage of a defined time period in possession (40 years in
terms of the Prescription Act 1617 and now ten years by the Prescription and Limitation
(Scotland) Act 1973). Cases of consolidation indicate the importance of prescription where
the right to the dominium utile was not exercised.19 Failure to use the dominium utile is
analogous to the effect of abandonment.

(b) Abandonment of land was conceptually challenging
The fragmented form of landownership under feudalism was fundamentally different to the
current allodial system.20 No single party was proprietor of all the rights of ownership in the
current sense. Whilst abandonment of moveables was not conceptually impossible,21
abandonment of landownership could not have been conceived in the current sense. The
feudal ownership of land in a layered system meant that it was considered in a manner
distinct from the ownership of moveables. Accordingly, the logic of abandonment of
moveables could not be applied to the ownership of land under a feudal system.22 The nearest
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unilateral action may have been resignation ad remanentiam. Feudal tenure could be seen as
obscuring the Roman rules which might otherwise have operated.23

2. Negative value land
The land in Scottish Coal had become a negative value asset due to the costs of compliance
with environmental regulation. Such negative value plots of land would have been
historically anomalous.24 This means positive prescription has a further relevance to this
analysis: prescription would have been more likely to occur where land was of positive value
and thus desirable, again reducing any scope for outright abandonment. Returning to the
present day, Lord Hodge observed this in Scottish Coal;
At a time when the ownership of land has been become regulated in the public interest
through planning and environmental legislation, it is easy to see why a unilateral power to
abandon land could be abused if it existed.25
With the increased potential for negative value land, it follows that there will be greater
motivation to abandon land.26 For this reason scenarios such as Scottish Coal are now more
likely to arise than would have been the case historically. It is more difficult to envisage types
of land that would have constituted near permanent negative value assets prior to
industrialisation or any other excesses of the Anthropocene. This, it is submitted, is part of
the reason for the lack of cases on the issue.

E. CONCLUSION
The historic feudal law and the historical rarity of negative value land, which could combine
with the doctrine of positive prescription, offer a plausible explanation for the absence of
Scots law jurisprudence on abandonment. That backdrop might contribute to the unease
which modern Scots law (as reflected in the Inner House decision) has with land
abandonment. In the first edition of their textbook, written after feudal abolition but preScottish Coal, Gretton and Steven stated that: “Ownership of land is now like the ownership
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presumed that abandonment of land would follow the same rules as abandonment of
moveables. Gordon and Wortley also presumed this position (also prior to Scottish Coal
case).28 This was not the result in Scottish Coal.29 It now transpires that the abolition of
feudal tenure in Scotland has not given carte blanche for the abandonment of land.
What of the future? With increasing public regulation of land, there will be conditions in
which abandonment will seem the least-worst option, as it was for the liquidators in Scottish
Coal. In certain circumstances the burden of continued ownership may be almost penal
(particularly where an owner has been caught by changing circumstances and has not
contributed to a negative value situation). The question will then arise as to whether the
current rule is fair. (There is a separate question of whether the rule leads to efficient
allocation of resources across society.) There may be follow-on questions about what steps
might be taken to mitigate a blanket prohibition of abandonment, perhaps by offering a
mechanism to ease transfer to another party (assuming a willing transferee can be found) or
offering a means for another party to acquire ownership other than the existing rules of
positive prescription. Abandonment of heritable property raises many yet to be determined
conceptual and practical points. The relatively recent abolition of feudalism coupled with
emerging public regulation of land and indeed Scotland’s wider land reform agenda provide
an ideal opportunity to consider how to address land abandonment in a way that is suitable
for modern Scotland. Further comment should be anticipated and could yet form the basis of
another note.
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